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ABSTRACT

By utilizing the controllability of High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC), which means that

the power delivered can be modulated, to improve the stability and operation

performances of the parallel AC/DC transmission system, a new adaptive back-stepping

approach for this system is developed. Compared with the existing controller based on

“classical” adaptive back-stepping, the approach does not follow the classical certainty-

equivalence principle. We introduce this approach, for the first time, into parallel AC/DC

systems containing unknown parameters and present a novel parameter estimator and

dynamics feedback controller. Besides the preserving useful nonlinearities and the real-

time estimation of uncertainty parameter, the proposed approach possesses better

performances with respect to the response of the system and the speed of adaptation.

Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed approach is better than the design
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based on “classical” adaptive back-stepping in terms of properties of stability and

parameter estimation and that it recovers the performance of the “full-information”

controller, which is obtained by assuming that the parameters are known and apply

standard back-stepping, hence it will be an alternative to practice engineering and

applications.
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